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BIG THOUGHT
Another strong month for stocks continued the rally that bottomed around Christmas.
Markets seem to be anticipating a deal with China on trade. Even if a deal comes at this point
it is likely mostly factored into stocks. What we will need to see going forward is how will
company's grow earnings now that last years tax cut is behind them and comps get more
difficult. Time to adjust to a slower earnings growth could be needed.

DASHBOARD
TREND

Meanwhile, the Fed has made it even more clear that they are unlikely to raise rates much if
at all this year and may be close to ending the reduction in their balance sheet. As a result we
are changing our Credit Dashboard color back to green. Importantly key yield curves are
still not far from inverting. That must be monitored for future changes.

VALUATION

It seems to be increasingly important to be selective about the areas in which you invest.
Many industry's are changing due to shifting consumer habits and the spread of technology
from just a specific sector, to vital tools that touch nearly every aspect of business and life.
While there will be many winners, those firms not able to adapt will find themselves
left behind.

ECONOMY

SENTIMENT

CREDIT

BULLISH
»

Economy healthy
 Extremely strong job market
 Job strength boosting wages

»

Corporate earnings still growing

»

Interest rates low level offers limited attraction compared to stocks

»

Federal Reserve becoming more accommodative

»

Valuation still attractive

»

Recent market momentum so strong that it can signal healthy returns looking out 6-12 months

»

China taking steps to boost growth in their very important economy

BEARISH
»

Protectionism/trade wars still a factor and could boost inflation and cause economic slowing

»

Yield Curve inversion potential

»

Corporate debt levels beginning to draw investor concern

»

Geopolitical concerns

»

Some economic data, especially manufacturing, showing slowing

»

Stock market recent strength could signal need to short-term pause
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CHART OF THE MONTH

With office’s in several different cities in the southeast we have a front row seat for some of the fastest growth in the
U.S. It seems we can’t turn the corner without seeing a new apartment building going up. It is easy to feel things are
getting over built. However, at least so far, much of the data doesn’t back that fear up. Our chart this month shows
rental vacancy rates are the lowest level since the 1980’s. Builders stopped activity during the Great Financial
Crisis and for several years after. Only now are they working to meet growing demand. With real estate a primary
cause of the last crisis it can be too easy to think it will be the cause of the next, but it rarely works that way. The
next big problem is likely to come from a different area and real estate is likely to get back to regional cycles.
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The information provided in this presentation should not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell any particular security. Parallel
Financial reserves the right to modify its current investment strategies and techniques based on changing market dynamics or client needs. It
should not be assumed that any of the securities transactions, holdings or sectors discussed were or will prove to be profitable, or that the
investment recommendations or decisions we make in the future will be profitable. Investing involves the risk of loss of principal. There is no
assurance that any securities, sectors or industries discussed herein will be included in all portfolios invested in the strategy. Clients have the
ability to impose reasonable restrictions on the management of their account. You should contact Parallel Financial should your investment
objective, time horizon or general financial situation change, or if you would like to have a meeting to discuss your account. Past performance is
no guarantee of future results. The S&P 500 index is unmanaged and it is comprised of primarily large capitalization stocks. Parallel Financial
Partners is a member of Fiduciary Alliance, LLC. Fiduciary Alliance, LLC is a registered investment adviser. More information about the firm
can be found in its Form ADV Part 2, which is available upon request by calling 864-385-7999 or emailing info@parallelfinancial.com.
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